


Synopsis 

In the beginning there was water. In the land of the beginnings spirits mingled with the souls. We played 
much because we were free. And we sorrowed much because there were always those amongst us who had 
just returned, or went to the world of the Living. And when it was time for us to go, wondrous spirits danced 
around us to the music of gods protecting our souls across the interspaces and preparing us for existence. 
Each one of us made the passage alone. Alone, we had to survive the crossing.  The exile had begun…

There are many reasons why babies cry when they are born, and one of them is the sudden separation from 
the world of pure dreams, where all things are made of enchantment, and where there is no suffering.

Programming Descriptions

COUNTRY: Russia, Canada

LENGTH: 5 mins

FORMATS: Short

SOUND: 5.1 Surround Sound Mix

GENRES: Surreal, Drama,
                 Magical Realism 

Production Notes 

"Casting and Wardrobe of Kids"
Casting of  the children mermaids was a different 
experience from the regular casting sessions.  We 
actually casted at a local pool, looking at strong children 
swimmers who can master the mermaid swimming 
motion as well as able to open their eyes under water 
and smile naturally, looking good for the camera. For the 
actual auditions, the director Nika, got into the pool and 
swam with the kids watching them under water.  After 
two casting sessions, we narrowed down our selections 
to the final 3 talented kids who ended up playing our 
mermaids.  

The talented costumer designer Christopher W. 
Cunningham sourced out some unique scaly pattern 
material that he custom designed mermaid tails fitted for 
each girl playing the mermaids.  We then performed 
camera test of  the material under water with the kids in a 
pool, in order to fine tune the mermaid costume and 
smooth out their swimming motions.  After a month and 
driving over 1000km searching over a dozen lakes in 
Southern Ontario for the best water to film in, that 
contained unique underwater plant life as well as clear 
water to film in, we ended up filming in the 1000 islands 
area near Gananoque, Ontario.
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Director’s Statement 

Underwater worlds keep fascinating me since I first saw Jacques Cousteau films. 
I’ve been exploring underwater stills photography  since 2003 and wanted to take it 
further with the moving imagery. 

I’ve noticed that most fictional films with underwater sequences are either scary 
thrillers or represent some kind of escape. In “The Last Mermaids” it is on a 
contrary. It is the life itself, which we forgot and from which we, perhaps, are 
brought into this, present world.



Emily is an active and imaginative 10 
year old girl.  She loves to dance and 
sing and is not shy entertaining in front 
of others.  She has shown a great 
interest in drama and loves to perform 
for an audience.  She is involved in her 
schools choir and has been taking 
dance since the age of 3.  She just 
finished her first year of dancing 
competitively.  The following are some 
of the classes she is currently involved 
in:  Theatre, Musical Theatre, Glee 
Club, Hip Hop, Ballet, Jazz, Tap, Acro 
and Lyrical.  She is currently in her first 
year of Ballroom, Latin, Tango, Swing, 

Mamba and Street dancing.
 
Emily has been acting and modelling for 
two years and has been enjoying every 
minute of it.  Some of her credits as an 

actress include: The Last Mermaid, Broccoli Commercial, 
Amalgamation, Shbti  Music Video, Tim Horton’s Coffee 
Commercial, Stauffer’s Animal Crackers Commercial, Student Film 
‘Duality” and A Pillow Fight to End Aids.  Some of her credits as a 
model include:  Runway Model at the Mass Exodus Fashion 
Show, Wal-Mart Print, Zellers in Store Posters, Sears Print, 
Multiple Zellers Flyers, The Catcher Photography, C Futcher 
Photography and a Kiwanis Brochure.

Emily Cayuga
Actress - Mermaid

For Emma Boutin, this marks her acting 
debut in any form of film or theatre.  Emma is 
9 years old and lives in Lindsay, ON.  As a 
strong swimmer, Emma wanted to try 
something different and new when she 
audition for the part of the mermaid.  Using 
her swimming skills and beautiful  looks, she 
earned a spot in the project.

Emma loves spending time with her family, 
taking care of her animals and being 
outdoors.  She is very athletic  and a 
wonderful student.  She plans to be a vet in 
the future. 

Emma enjoyed every minute of it of the 
production and might explore taking acting 
classes and future roles.

Emma Boutin
Actress - Mermaid

Jasenya Senet is a born Torontonian who's ethnicity is a unique mix of Bajun & Laotion. Jasenya's passion is acting and she started 
auditioning at the age of 7yrs old. She recieved a call  back from her very first audition for a tv show. From then, it was evident Jasenya 
had a natural ability to easily memorize a script & to present herself in front of strangers. 
 
Jasenya would go on to train & develop a wide array of talents from everything including hip hop & breakdance, archery, karate, sports 
& ascending to higher levels in swimming. Jasenya has trained & performed in triple threat at the Randolph Academy, Armstrong Acting 
studios as well as other showcases, & recieved high praise from Gloria Mann's workshop - one of Toronto's top casting directors. 
 
Jasenya's first on-camera experience was a short film for the Vancouver winter Olympics, where she portrayed an inner city kid with 
big dreams. You also see her as the young girl  with the umbrella in the "Fiya Fiya" music video by artist Chin Injeti. Then there is her 
performance as a playful & smiling little mermaid in "The Last Mermaids". She has also played a daughter & bed bug victim in an 
episode of "Infested 2" which airs on Animal Planet - a division of the Discovery Channel. And most recent, Jasenya beat out 15 other 
little girls for the sole role of a hiker girl in a corporate video for a major pharmaceutical company. 
 
With an ethnically ambiguous look and a fiery passion, Jasenya is determined for acting success doing what she loves. Jasenya Senet

Actress - Mermaid
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Cast



Gergana Zabunova was born an raised in Bulgaria before moving to 
Canada. After graduation from the National Academy for Theater and 
Film Arts in her home country she started working steadily on stage 
and television.

In Canada, her Theatre appearances include:Cats,Oklahoma,Moon 
over Buffalo,The King and I,Narcissism and brilliance,Behind the veil.  
Some of her movie credits are A mirror's echo,Butterflies of trip city, 
The real  mash,Entropy,King(TV series), William Shatner's Weird or 
what, the Last mermaids. 

As a trilingual actress she enjoyed working on some animation shorts. 
Her voice over credits are Grey (short animation) and Yellow another 
short Gergana is always enjoying  to learn and discover  different 
technics in acting.In Toronto she has studied with Lynne Cormack "On 
camera audition",Commercial  audition with Gloria Man,Second City 
improve for actors. A proud member of ACTRA

Gergana Zabunova
Actress - Mother

Tomas Chovanec  is an upcoming canadian actor 
with an hungarian background.  Acting since 
1995, Tomas broke into the industry right into TV 
productions, such as ‘Due South’ and ‘PSI 
Factor: Chronicles of the Paranormal’.  His range 
of talents and looks allowed him to play various 
roles while growing up in a tough film/television 
industry here in Toronto.

Over the years, he worked on various TV 
productions such as ‘Instant Star’, ‘The Border’, 
‘Flashpoint’, ‘Degrassi: The Next Generation’ and 
most recently ‘King’.

Currently represented by local  agency, the Bella 
Agency, he has started to expand his acting roles 
to include short films and feature film productions.

Tomas Chovanec
Actor - Father

Geza K. is the best actor in the world , now or ever 
in history.  He has had a few bad breaks and 
consequently lost the Schindler's List gig to an 
Irishman, the Scent of a Woman to an Italian, 
Silence of the Lambs to a Brit.  He has had a hard 
time coping with the idea that instead of countless 
Oscars on his mantlepiece , there is an inch of 
dust from the Gardiner Expressway below his 
spacious one bedroom Apt.  

He was going to change careers out of frustration 
and become a golfer but Tiger came along and 
stole his thunder.  The last resort is now offering 
his invaluable services to young talent tryng to 
break the inv is ib le wa l l  o f mains t ream 
moviemaking.  The consolation prize is of no small 
satisfaction in the victories of others.  And he 
doesnt even demand an on set Winibago. .....For 
more lies go to Facebook which G.K. does not 
open , ever. 

Geza Kovacs
Actor - Doctor
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Cast



Filmography

“The Last Mermaids”    
2012 – short film  - Producers: Nika Belianina, Chris Luckhardt 
RT: 05:00. Festivals: World premiere - Fort Lauderdale International 
FF (USA ‘12)

“Butterflies of Trip City”   
2011 - short film - Producers: Clark Johnson, Nika Belianina
Festivals: 53rd Rochester International FF (USA), 35th Atlanta Film 
Festival (USA), 20th Kinotavr Film festival  (Russia’11), Deboshir 
Film-Pure Dreams FF (Russia’11), 10th Coney Island Film Festival

“Jenny”    
2009 - short film - Producer: Clark Johnson
Festivals: Artivist Film Festival (Hollywood, ’09), ION Film Festival 
(Nigeria, ’09), Stalker International Film Festival (Moscow, 
Russia’09), “Steps” International Rights Protection FF (Kharkiv, 
Ukraine’09), DeboshirFilm - Pure Dreams Film Fest (St-Petersburg, 
Russia’09)

“1 wish” & “Watching the Sun”   
2008 -  shorts  (2-part animation)
Festival: Coney Island Film Festival (NY, 2008)

“Crazy Lovin”     
2007  - short film - Producer: Clark Johnson
Awards: Best Fiction at Svirskiy Mif International Film Festival (St. 
Petersburg, Russia 2007), Certificate of Merit for  Cinematic 
Excellence – Rochester International Film Festival (USA, 2008)
Other Festivals: Maryland International  FF (Maryland 2007), 
Independents Film Fest (Florida, 2007), Coney Island Film Festival 
(New York, 2007), Kino Art Festival (Toronto, 2007)

“The Doom of the Orb Master”   2005 – short film
Award: Best Film at First Take International  Student Film Festival 
(Toronto, ’05)

Nika Belianina was born and raised in Moscow, 
Russia. After completing her Masters in Psychology, 
she came to Canada in 2003 to visit her parents. 
They had immigrated there a few  years earlier. One 
week before she was about to return home, all her 
documents were stolen from her and she had to stay.

That February night of  2004 changed her whole life. 
Instead of practicing the science of  curing human 
souls, she dove into the world of illusion and 
manufactured realities - the film industry. Her 
passion for photography turned her into a film 
lighting technician, her passion for telling stories – 
into a director of short films.

All 7 of  Nika’s shorts played at international film 
festivals in Nigeria, Russia, Ukraine and USA, 
gathering three awards altogether. Her photographs 
were shown in USA, Belgium and Canada at 20 

venues. Nika’s magical realism style conveys the hidden wonders of our 
surroundings and evokes the thirst to dream and question.

Nika Belianina
Director / Producer / Writer
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Crew



Chris Luckhardt graduated from 
Lester B. Pearson High School 
in 1997 with aspirations of 
being an astronaut. He realized 
after few years at university, 
that goal  of space travel would 
not come to pass in the 
immediate or foreseeable 
future. Chris pursued other 
fields of interest from Web 
Designing, Marketing and Event 
P lann ing . Ch r i s ho l ds a 
Bachelor's of Science degree in 
Physics and Astronomy from 
York Universi ty. He soon 
realized, within a couples years 
of post university that film would 
be his passion in life.

His first venture in film started 
with the creation of his own 

production company 'Sprinkles and Cake Film Productions' 
with fellow filmmaker Carla Susanto. They would go on to 
make several short films, all featuring in film festivals 
around the world. In 2008, Chris was hired at 'Poetic 
Licence Productions (PLP)' as their Chief Technical Officer / 
Producer. Working with Montgomery Bjornson, they both 
developed and produced the hit Canadian superhero web 
series Team Epic, which was later picked up on television 
by Bite TV.

Over the past few years, Chris has been freelancing his 
diverse producing skill set in many positions ranging from 
producer, writer, production manager, assistant director, 
camera operator and many various roles. With the recent 
success working with Andrea Fletcher at Fletch Films on 
producing the multiple award winning short fi lm 
Altarcations. Altarcations went on to win 10 international 
awards while playing at 18 different film festivals worldwide. 

Chris decided to form Willowood Films to further develop 
ideas and scripts into TV series, short films and feature 
films.  Currently, he has two short films on the film festival 
circuit, The Last Mermaids, directed by Nika Belianina and 
What Have We Done, a co-production with Every Angle Inc. 
and developed by Saidat Vandenberg.

Mikhail  Petrenko is a Toronto-
based cinematographer with 
a passion for compelling 
visual storytelling.
 
He received his BFA with 
s p e c i a l i z a t i o n i n 
Cinematography from the 
University of Indianapolis and 
York University’s Department 
o f F i l m . H i s w o r k h a s 
s c r e e n e d a t f e s t i v a l s 
w o r l d w i d e a n d a c r o s s 
Canada, including Cannes, 
TIFF, Los Angeles, New York, 
Honk Kong, Vancouver, 
Amsterdam to name a few.
 
Mikhail’s most recent credits 
include the feature film Pearls of 
t h e F a r E a s t , w h i c h h a d 
tremendous success in theatrical  release across south east 
Asia bringing Mikhail  two prestigious cinematography 
awards from Geneva Film Festival and California 
Independent Film Festival. Notable short format works 
include Morning Will Come, which garnered Mikhail a 
nomination for Best Student Cinematography at CSC 
awards 09, and the short drama Patient, winner of multiple 
accolades including two awards for Best Cinematography.
 
Along with his diverse background and experience in 
varied formats, Mikhail’s focus on narrative fiction has 
made him highly sought-after in his field. He has received 
numerous international award including Most Promising 
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Chris Luckhardt
Producer
Willowood Films

Mikhail Petrenko
Director of Photography

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3599310/
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http://www.imdb.com/company/co0323166/
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Russian Composer Vladimir Podgoretsky is rapidly 
joining the ranks of Hollywood's most dynamic young 
musical  talents. Came in US several years ago 
Vladimir Has started his musical career in Los 
Angeles as an assistant of composer Atli Orvarsson at 
the Hans Zimmer
Company Remote Control  Product ion. This 
experience helped him to understand Hollywood 
music production level  and all technological aspects of 
working in different projects from TV shows and video 
games to feature films.

In 2011-2012 Vladimir’s credits as an orchestrator 
include diverse Hollywood movies such as The Eagle 
(dir. Kevin MacDonald; composer Atli Orvarsson), 
Season Of the Witch (dir. Dominic Sena; composer Atli 
Orvarsson), video game -World of Warcraft (composer 
Neal Acree), ABC -TV series Revenge (composer 
iZler), ABC - TV Series Perception (composer Tree 
Adams), also score preparation for the Paramount film 
Hansel and Gretel: Witch Hunters ( Dir. Tommy Wirkola, composer Atli  Orvarsson) 
etc.

Also, in 2011 -2012 Vladimir has been writing music for number of short movies 
from different countries including USA, Canada, Germany etc. Vladimir’s style is 
combining his classical training with different colors of musical styles and 
techniques, including contemporary beats, world music  with ancient 
instrumentation. After earning his B.A. in Conducting from the Moscow State 
Conservatory named for P. I. Tchaikovsky in 2006, Vladimir scored diverse 
television projects in Moscow, including TV Series The Dolls of the Wizard (Phoenix 
Film, Moscow) and feature film No Miracles (Phoenix Film, Moscow). Also Vladimir 
composed music  for different musical theater projects, which have been 
successfully performed in the best theaters in Moscow. Vladimir wrote script and 
music for the first Russian Ethnic-Musical Children of the Sun. The premiere was in 
a Moscow theatre in April, 2007. Also, Vladimir composed and orchestrated music 
for Ballet Snow Maiden (Snegurochka). Invited to attend the MFA Program in Film 
Music Composition from the University of North Carolina School of the Arts. 
Vladimir moved to the United States to study film scoring and classical composition.

After finishing the program Vladimir moved to Los Angeles where he was soon 
asked to join Atli Orvarsson team as an assistant of composer for several hit TV 
shows and films including Law and Order series and many others. In 2010 Vladimir 
decided to continue his education at UCLA Film Scoring graduate certificate 
program. In 2011 Vladimir was named as the winner of the renowned BMI Jerry 
Goldsmith Film Scoring Scholarship for young composers. Recently, Vladimir has 
won The SCL Mentorship (Society of Composers and Liricists).

Jim Kozmik was born in Kamloops B.C. 
but has made his home in Ontario for the 
past 50 years. He was an international, 
award w inn ing , underwater s t i l l 
photographer and journalist before 
adding U/W video to his resume 25 
years ago. He has been the Underwater 
D.O.P. for such notable feature motion 
picture productions as: The In- Laws, 
Four Brothers, Driven, Rated X, Never 
Let Her Die, Nikita, FX, Tuxedo, ‘Til 
Death Do Us Part, Cold Creek Manor, 
Perfect Pie and more.

Jim has filmed & co- produced the 
successful series, “Undersea Explorer, 
Sport Diver, Blue Realm and Ship 
Sinkers,’ airing over 100 episodes in 60 
countries. 
J im has over 230 feature f i lms, 
documentaries, movies of the week and 
commercials to his credit such as; 

National Geographic - Drain the Lakes, NHK - Acid Rain, NHK 
Japan - Water Death, Discovery Channel - Forbidden Places, 
Adventure Incorporated, Rescue 911, Relic  Hunter and Heart of 
Courage.

Jim is a full  D.O.P. and Camera Operator with I.A.T.S.E. Local  667, 
CSC Full Member and certified in the following areas of expertise; 
Underwater Director of Photography (35 mm/ Digital  Motion Picture), 
Underwater Camera Operator (35/16mm/RED ONE/ Epic/ 3D), 
Underwater Producer and Stunt Co-ordinator, Underwater Stunt 
photography, Dive Safety Supervisor /PADI Master Instructor/ 
Technical Diver, Certified Commercial  Certification (CSA approved), 
Certified Cave, Trimix, Extended Air, Rebreather (6000 logged 
dives), Medic First Aid Instructor, Specialist in Expedition/Arctic/ 
Deep water environments.
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Crew

Jim Kozmik
Underwater Director of 
Photography

Vladimir Podgoretsky
Composer



Credits

THE LAST MERMAIDS
(Inspired by a Folk Parable, For all the Mothers in the World)

CAST
Mermaids............................................EMMA BOUTIN
                                                   EMILY CAYUGA
                                                  JASENYA SENET
Woman..........................................GERGANA ZABUNOVA
Man..............................................TOMAS CHOVANEC
Doctor..............................................GEZA KOVACS
Russian Narrator............................ALISA GREBENSHIKOVA
English Narrator..........................ALLISON WILSON-FORBES
Nurses..........................................JOAN M. KIVANDA
                                                JENNIFER LITTLE
                                                    PUNAM PATEL
                                          AMANDA PATRICIA GAJER
Baby..........................................AVERY LYNN LITTLE
Elderly Patient.................................JENNI KUVARDINA
Hospital Worker......................................PAUL PROUD

A NIKA BELIANINA Film
In association with Willowood Films

CREW
Director, Writer and Producer....................NIKA BELIANINA
Producer........................................CHRIS LUCKHARDT
Production Manager..................................RYAN KNIGHT
First Assistant Director..............................JENNY MAC
Director of Photography........................MIKHAIL PETRENKO
Underwater DP........................................JIM KOZMIK
Gaffer.........................................RAFAL STRUPINSKI
Lighting Technician...............................CONOR MAGUIRE
Marine Coordinator............................MICHAEL ROBERTSON
Safety Divers........................................JEFF PAUZE
                                                  RALPH HOSKINS
Costume Designer......................CHRISTOPHER W. CUNNINGHAM
Wardrobe Assistant.................................COLLEEN CODY
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Hospital Make-Up Artist..........................SHANENE BARLOW
Underwater Make-Up Artist..........................SARA ZUBAIRI
Sound Mixer.......................................JEFFERY MAGAT
Drivers.........................................ANNA HACHATRYAN
                                               VALERI BELIANINE
Production Assistants..........................FILIPE FERNANDES
                                                  JORDAN BREWER
                                                    ERIK MARTIN
                                                  JAMES HARPLEY
                                                    MEHUL DESAI
Post Production Supervisor......................CHRIS LUCKHARDT
Editor.........................................SHELLEY THERRIEN
Sound Designer....................................JAKOB THIESEN
Music by...................................VLADIMIR PODGORETSKY
Folk Vocal.......................................LUDMILA ORLOVA
Vocal Sound Engineer.............................EUGENE PAHOMOV

Additional Dialogue Recording (ADR)
Mermaid (Russian, English).......................LIZA LARIONOVA
Father (Russian)................................MIKHAIL BOGORAD
Doctor (Russian)...............................ALEXEY KANTSUROV
Nurses (Russian)..................................OLGA PERSKAIA
                                            NATALIE BEK-GERHARD
Nurse (English).................................JESSICA MARTINS

Digital Colourist...................................RYAN KNIGHT
VFX Compositor & Titles.........................CHRIS LUCKHARDT

Production Grip & Lighting Equipment provided by
WILLIAM F. WHITE INTERNATIONAL INC.

Camera Assist Equipment & Filters provided by
Image Gear, Joe Sutherland

Medical Equipment provided by
Medicine in Film, Southlake Regional Hospital
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Special Thanks to:
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CLARK JOHNSON
ANN SENET

BRANDON & RYAN BOUTIN
KATHERINE SCOTT-JARVIS
SHARON & SUNNY CAYUGA

JENNIFER LITTLE
VALERIE BELIANINE
SILVANA MARTOS
TED OVERTONE

SERGEI ZINCHENKO
IVAN RUSEV

YURI ZHURAVEL
GERGANA ZABUNOVA
CHISA HIDAKA
KEVEN ALBERS
OLGA LARIONOVA

FAERY LEPIDOPTERA

SOUTHLAKE REGIONAL HOSPITAL
TAMMY LARUE

KATE BLACKWELL
SHANE MCKENNA
PAUL PROUD
KELLY LAM

JAMES & MAGGIE SLED
BRIAN DUGAN

JESSIE COLLIER
MEDICINE IN FILM
CLAIRE BAILIE
DAVE ADDISON

BLOOR STREET UNITED CHURCH
SWISHPAN FILMS

1000 ISLAND CAMPING RESORT
LIFT

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES OF CANADA

Copyright © 2012 by Nika Belianina.
All Rights Reserved

This film was shot on location in Ontario, Canada

The events, characters and firms depicted in this photoplay are fictitious. Any similarity to actual 
persons, living or dead, or to actual events or firms is purely coincidental.

Ownership of this film is protected by copyright and other applicable laws, and any unauthorized 
duplication, distribution or exhibition of this film could result in criminal prosecution as well as 

civil liability.

Russian and Canadian Co-Production.

This film was generously supported by 
ONTARIO ARTS COUNCIL

an Ontario Government agency

PRODUCED AND RELEASED
BY WILLOWOOD FILMS



L-R: Jasenya Senet (Mermaid)

Production Stills
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L-R: Emma Boutin (Mermaid)

L-R: Emily Cayuga (Mermaid)

L-R: Emma Boutin (Mermaid), Jasenya Senet (Mermaid), 
Emily Cayuga (Mermaid)



Production Stills
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L-R: Emma Boutin (Mermaid)

L-R: Geza Kovacs (Doctor)

L-R: Avery Lynn Little (Baby), Gergana Zabunova (Woman), 
Tomas Chovanec (Man)

L-R: Gergana Zabunova (Woman) 



Behind the Scene Stills

L-R: Mikhail Petrenko (DoP), Gergana Zabunova (Woman), Jennifer Little (Nurse), 
Punam Patel (Nurse)  
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L-R: Jeff Pauze (Safety Diver), Jasenya Senet (Mermaid), 
Emily Cayuga (Mermaid), Ralph Hoskins (Safety Diver)

L-R: Geza Kovacs (Doctor), Punam Patel (Nurse), Nika 
Belianina (Director/Producer/Writer)

L-R: Jasenya Senet (Mermaid), Sara Zubairi (Underwater Makeup Artist), 
Emma Boutin (Mermaid), Katherine Jarvis (Emma’s Grandma), Emily 
Cayuga (Mermaid),  Sharon Cayuga (Emily’s Mom), Brandon Boutin 
(Emma’s Mom), Jim Kozmik (Underwater DoP)



Willowood Films
225 Winona Drive,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6C 3S4

email: info@willowoodfilms.com
416-271-5891

www.willowoodfilms.com

Nika Belianina Productions
Toronto Ontario, Canada

email: info@nikabelianina.com

www.nikabelianina.com

For more information on the film, visit the following websites or scan 
the QR code to the left:

www.nikabelianina.com/mermaids
www.thelastmermaids.com

This film was generously supported by

an Ontario Government Agency
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